You can download a free demo. There's no scandal you can't handle. Get the real dirt or just get filthy rich! Dark secrets revealed or just made up stories? It's up to you. Build your tabloid into the most 'respected' paper in this outrageous industry. From hilarious headlines to the most bizarre situations, you're in charge of it all. It's the whole truth and nuthin' but the truth! Sort of...

Publisher: ValuSoft

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Windows XP/Me/2000/98
Processor: Pentium 3 800 MHz
DirectX 9.0b
256 MB RAM
Free hard drive space: 250 MB
Video Card: SVGA 16MB
Directx 9.0b
16-bits Sound Card
Mouse

FEATURES: Use your business acumen to weigh big risk for big growth: risk questionable stories, use blackmail, and even sabotage to build sales
You're the brains behind the operation. Manage your staff, control your budget, and pick your headlines to build a media conglomerate
Make your family and friends either stars or laughing stocks by importing their pictures into your tabloid!

Available languages: EN
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